REVIEWS OF RAILWAYWOMEN
“An unbiased, academically excellent and very entertaining work of history. Beautifully written
from what has clearly been meticulous research. The author’s concern for honesty and justice
shines forth.” A DRIAN VAUGHAN (RAILWAY HISTORIAN AND PROLIFIC AUTHOR )
“Every now and again a truly memorable book on labour history is published. Railway -women
is just such a book. It is a scrupulously documented and carefully researched work … in
short, it is an irreplaceable chronicle of railway history with great relevance to current issues
in the industry. A fascinating read.” LABOUR R ESEARCH MAGAZINE
“An entirely new contribution to railway history, this important book fills a large gap in the
literature, and is enriched by valuable oral testimony.”
DR TERRY GOURVISH, LSE (RAILWAY ACADEMIC AND AUTHOR )
“A truly wonderful book. A brilliant record of the emerging role of women in our society.”
R T H ON TONY B ENN
“Wojtczak has a rare talent which combines rigorous academic research with an immense gift
for storytelling. Unique photographs, cartoons, newspaper cut-outs and comprehensive
statistics elegantly support the text. The volume can be randomly opened on any page where
an engrossing read invariably awaits.” MICHAL B ONCZA , THE MORNING S TAR
“Fascinating reading. Helena’s style keeps you interested and wanting to read more. Strongly
recommended.” PAT H AMMOND (EDITOR OF A RAILWAY MAGAZINE)
“Such tales, such adventures and such achievements against the odds. Heroically researched,
illuminatingly written and entertaining. I loved it.”
DR DALE S PENDER (FEMINIST HISTORIAN AND EDUCATOR )
“I am very impressed.” GEORGE OTTLEY (RAILWAY HISTORIAN)
“Superb documentary evidence. Future historians will see this work as the definitive history of
women in the railway industry.”
DR GILLIAN R EYNOLDS , COVENTRY U NIVERSITY (RAILWAY AUTHOR )
“This authoritative account of the contribution that women have made to Britain’s railways is
long overdue. It was worth waiting for.”
GRAHAME B OYES (R AILWAY & CANAL H ISTORICAL S OCIETY)
“A wonderfully complete picture of railwaywomen in war and peace.”
GAIL B RAYBON, BA, MA, (HISTORIAN OF WOMEN ’S WORK ON THE F IRST WORLD WAR)
“Meticulous archival research. Traces the trials, tribulations and triumphs of women’s
attempts to earn a fair and decent living in this male-dominated industry.”
DR GERRY H OLLOWAY, S USSEX U NIVERSITY (HISTORIAN)
“This book is a joy to read. The women are brought to life in a welter of colourful anecdotes.
Seldom has serious social research been so thoroughly entertaining.”
R ICHARD ELMORE (LOCAL REVIEWER )
“The definitive guide to the place of women in the history of Britain’s railways.”
THE BRIGHTON A RGUS
“A deeply satisfying work. It exceeds all expectations with its thorough and accessible
approach. The author is to be congratulated.”
DR JO S TANLEY (HISTORIAN OF WOMEN PIRATES AND SEAFARERS )
“A painstakingly researched and highly readable book that tells an important story that has all
too often been ignored in the past.” TONY DONAGHEY , P RESIDENT OF THE RMT

